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Part III. Questions and Comments 

Robert Freund: I have to say as an optimizer, Of course I couldn't help but be fascinated by the 

stuff related to implications and what kind of algorithms were used…what about penalties for 

cancellations? On the issue of flexible pick ups, I was in Manhattan just a couple of weeks ago, 

and I would imagine flexible pickups are much more valuable there because of the one way 

street configurations. I’d love to see the carbon implications at the end.  

 

Prof. Alex Jacquillat: Thank you so much. Rob. Your point on Manhattan is very important, and 

actually there's a lot of data engineering that went into the last case study that I presented, 

because here, we are not evolving into the Manhattan distance(despite the name), we're not 

evolving into the Euclidean space and continuous space, but we have a very discrete network, 

and actually we used OpenStreetMap data in order to calibrate travel. You know all the things 

one way streets, travel times, and all of these things to actually capture this thing. So there is a lot 

of things that are going under the hood to make this as realistic as possible, and that's also one of 

the reasons why a little bit of flexibility can provide a lot of benefits. As I said at the beginning, 

on average, the walking distance is one hundred meters. So think about it as like two blocks. Not 

a lot. But that goes a long way in avoiding these detours because of one way streets and these 

types of things, so that's a great comment. 

 

Jinhua Zhao: There is asymmetry between pick up and a drop off right? So you mentioned that 

they are asymmetrical in the benefits point of view, but also in the coordination cost point of 

view. We also noticed that pick up requires much higher cost or effort of coordination than drop 

off, drop off of this kind of trivial right, but pick up involves navigation, how to find each other, 

find a reasonable safe place to park, etc. Also from the consumer point of view waiting at home 

versus waiting at some street corner may be very different things. The sense of safety, the sense 

that I can do something useful. This also relates to the fact that for many Americans, if you are a 

public transit user, walking a little bit and then waiting is the norm. But many Americans will 

never have had the notion of public transit as they have been driving through to go everywhere. 

That's kind of a major culture shift on this right? So what are your remarks all about this: the 

asymmetry and also the behavior. 

 

Prof. Alex Jacquillat: Yeah, that's a really good line of questions. So talking a little bit about the 

asymmetry. I think that you are entirely right. That's a good read of the results at the end. That's 

also a good read of the practical implementation challenges. The motivation for this work, and a 



lot of my research in general is that digitization is enabling more coordination. Therefore we 

have the ability to use all of the real time sensing data in order to actually power that 

coordination. And then the question that I'm asking is how to do that. And it's actually not that 

trivial to really understand where to coordinate and how to coordinate and we are surfing a wave 

of digitization and developing the right optimization method for this, and showing when it's most 

beneficial. I think that your point on behaviors is extremely important, and there are a couple of 

points that I would like to make here. Transit users or not, it comes at an inconvenience to walk, 

especially when we start looking at November weather and it being cold outside. So I think that 

there are two ways in which these results can be used. Number one is that right now the 

platforms have a very good understanding of who is more price sensitive versus who is more 

service quality sensitive in their user base. Actually, the users can select whether to use the 

service or not, so you can actually just use customer buy in as a proxy for who's the population 

and their interests, and then you can use the algorithm to actually power that. Number two, I also 

think that the model that we have can be used to answer other questions such as when is it really 

valuable? Maybe you have a couple of pick ups for which, working one hundred meters can 

actually mean so much in terms of system efficiency. We are sure that my model does 

recommend a little bit of walking. But honestly, there is an almost optimal solution where the 

customer doesn't walk, and so maybe another use of the model would be to say, “What if you 

actually reduce the amount of walking by a factor of two…because it's an inconvenience, and 

you want to minimize that inconvenience?” So this is really where not only the development of 

the model, but the use of the model can have an impact.  

 

Michael Leong: What if we had a transportation system where rides are only requested between 

predetermined stops at every one hundred meters and the customer could choose between these 

discrete points instead of in a continuous space? Would that make it easier to optimize and also 

make it easier to operate and regulate? 

 

Prof. Alex Jacquillat: It's three levels of answers. The first answer is yes, great idea. Let's do it. 

The second level is that I have some results that I didn't show today. Let me first tell you how we 

implemented the Manhattan problem. The Manhattan problem again doesn't involve continuous 

space. We have a few candidate stopping locations. What do we consider at this point? Are they 

simply intersections and hotels? So whenever you have a hotel you can have a curve, and you 

can stop here, and otherwise we're just saying you stop by the intersections, and you are assigned 

to an intersection, so we could replace this network by what you're suggesting. And actually 

what we find is that the density of the candidate stops does not have a huge impact on the 



efficiency of operations, meaning that if the city doesn't want to have that at every intersection 

but maybe every other intersection, I don't think that you would leave a lot of money on the 

table, so that in that that's a positive result, right? The positive result is that you could design a 

few well chosen bus stops that would be just nicer to wait at and that could actually make the 

system more appropriate to this type of service. However, the other answer is that the one thing 

where I think you would be leaving money on the table is if you let the customers choose where 

they want to be picked up at. Imagine that. So just to take a simple example in Manhattan, you 

are on Fifth Avenue, on 45th Street. You would decide whether you're going to 43 or 47. But in 

my system the system chooses that for you. It chooses which one you would go to. And this is 

actually important, because once the system has that flexibility, it can optimize your ride not 

only for you, but actually for the other users as well, and create more efficient routes for the 

drivers. So I have a hybrid answer, saying that I think that city design can play a huge role 

toward that transition. But there needs to be some sort of centralized control by the platform in 

order to really maximize the efficiency. 

 

John Moavenzadeh: What programming language or simulation tool was used to produce the 

results?  

 

Prof. Alex Jacquillat: So a lot of pre-processing using Python from the OpenStreetMap data. And 

then for the optimization, we use a combination of Julia and C#, because we are split between 

MIT and Hong Kong Polytechnic University. We use different languages, but we could 

communicate with these programming languages. 

 

 

 

Part IV. Summary of Memos. 

Themes from Other Memos 

1. Potentially using these ideas to complement the rest of the transportation industry instead 

of as a competitor. For example, we can use and fund such ridesharing services to help 

alleviate the burden on public transport on areas where having multiple buses run at high 

frequency would be infeasible, or to serve as the last mile of existing public transport 

systems 

2. Would the benefit gained by walking be significantly reduced in areas with lower density 

and less restrictions such as one-way streets? 

3. Could this potentially cause harm to existing transportation infrastructures by serving as 

too attractive of an alternative to public transport?  



My Reflection 

 This week we had the pleasure of listening to Alex Jacquillat present his work on ride 

sharing. His presentation focused on how to optimize ride sharing by having customers walk a 

short distance. Professor Jacquillat presented many interesting techniques for solving this version 

of the problem. First of all, he presented his findings on how he was able to reduce the single-

stop optimization problem to a problem in only one dimension. In addition, the optimal solution 

to this problem would not have the vehicle wait for the passenger for any amount of time 

because the vehicle moves faster. Secondly, he talked about how he was able to solve the multi-

stop problem by solving a sequence of the single-stop optimization problems as a dynamic 

program if the norm used was differentiable or the L1 norm. He then presented his findings on 

how these techniques would cause a large increase in profits for ridesharing companies, who 

could then pass some of these profits along to the consumer. After listening to his talk, some 

points were left unclear to me. The topic of the distance that riders are willing to walk was 

addressed at the beginning of the talk, but it is unclear to me whether a large portion of riders 

would be willing to share a ride in the first place. Having too small a pool of riders could clearly 

cause some issues, and this is one possible effect of having too many riders be unwilling to share 

a ride. Lastly, when Professor Jacquillat presented his slide on the comparison of solutions 

between the standard CPLEX solution and his new algorithm, I noticed that many of the 

objective values were strictly better with his new algorithm than with the CPLEX solution. It 

makes sense as to why CPLEX is slower than his new algorithm given that CPLEX is a general 

solver that doesn’t utilize the problem structure, but why was it unable to solve any of the 

problems to anywhere close to optimality?  

This seminar was the most technical of all the seminars given thus far in the semester, 

and it is unfortunate that we did not have time to cover the usage of the Benders cut and column 

generation or additional details about the applications to microtransit. This was my favorite 

seminar so far, and I would love to have Professor Jacquillat back next semester to give further 

insight on his work. 

 

Part V. Other Information 
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Overall research agenda
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Air traffic management On-demand mobility

Logistics decarbonization Societal applications



Vehicle-customer coordination (VCC)

• “Walking products”: flexibility in pickup/ dropoff locations

• How to coordinate vehicles and customers, with which impact?
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Coordinated operations

• Downstream: smoother vehicle operations

• Upstream: how to re-optimize overall routing operations?

→ Which customers to visit, in which sequence, with which 
vehicles, in which locations and at what times?
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Ultimate objective: DAR–VCC

• Large-scale optimization formulation
• MISOCO: ℓ!-norm
• MILO: ℓ"-norm, discrete network

• Weak polyhedral structure due to 
routing and coordination complexities
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Methodological contributions

6

Core subproblem: Optimization of  location and time 
of  a single stop, using geometric insights

Optimization of  locations and times of  a sequence 
of  stops, using an exact coordinate descent algorithm

Integration of  MPO-VCC into routing optimization: 
subpath-based variables & time-space networks

Vehicle routing (VRP-VCC)
Dial-a-ride (DAR-VCC)

Multi-stop optimization 
(MSO-VCC)

Single stop optimization 
(SSO-VCC)

Rolling algorithm for real-world ride-sharing: 
scalability and win-win-win outcomes

Large-scale online
routing optimization
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Models and algorithms to optimize routing operations
with vehicle-customer coordination in large-scale networks



Single-stop optimization
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Single stop optimization: statement

• Operations in the 
continuous space

• Optimizing stopping 
time and location

• SOCO with ℓ!-norm; 
LO with ℓ"-norm
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Vehicle’s origin
Vehicle’s destination

Customer’s “home” location

Stop location

arrival time

vehicle travel time

customer travel time

walking distance

definition domain

𝑶
𝑫

𝑯

𝑴



Single stop optimization: insights
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Lemma: the vehicle does not wait at the stopping location

Lemma: (i) straight-path travel; (ii) synchronized arrivals of  
vehicle and customer; or (iii) binding maximum walking distance

Straight path

Detour



Single stop optimization: solution
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Euclidean space: SSO-VCC can be reduced from a 3D problem (time 
and space) to a 1D problem (walking angle), solved in 𝓞(𝟏/𝜺)

Euclidean space Manhattan space

Manhattan space: SSO-VCC solved via a system of  linear equations



Multi-stop optimization
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Multi-stop optimization: statement
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arrival time

departure time

vehicle travel time

customer travel time

walking distance

definition domain

𝑶
𝑫

𝑯𝟏

𝑴𝟏

𝑯𝟐

𝑴𝟐

𝑯𝟑

𝑴𝟑

𝑯𝟒𝑴𝟒



Multi-stop optimization: results
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• Constrained and non-separable convex optimization problem
→ Coordinate descent algorithm with feasibility and optimality guarantees

• Reformulation as a continuous-space dynamic program
→ A tailored backward induction algorithm (outer loop) that ensures the 

optimality of  all subsequent decisions (inner loop)

Theorem: If  ||. || is differentiable or the ℓ𝟏-norm, MSO–VCC can be 
solved to optimality by solving SSO–VCC problems iteratively



Multi-stop optimization: algorithm
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• Iteratively re-optimize stop 𝑘, while re-optimizing “tail” 𝑘 + 1,…

Full

Algorithm



Routing optimization
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Routing optimization: statements

• Vehicle routing problem (VRP–VCC)
• Visiting customers with multiple vehicles to minimize travel time

• Offline dial a ride (DAR–VCC)
• Transport customers from origin to destination to maximize profits

• Online dial-a-ride (O–DAR–VCC)
• Dynamic arrivals, re-optimization every 10 s
• NYT data: 20,000 requests per hour
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10 seconds

re-optimization

10 seconds 10 seconds

new customers new customers new customers

10 seconds★ ★ ★
★



Subpath-based time-space model
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Route-based formulation

Subpath-based formulation

Arc-based formulation



Offline dial-a-ride: subpath model

• Node: “empty point” for vehicles

• Arc: customer-carrying trip (subpath)

→ Combination of  set partitioning 
principles and time-space principles
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Path optimization
[MSO-VCC]

Subpath generation
[dynamic program]

Route optimization
[time-space network]



Offline dial-a-ride: sample results
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Small-scale instances: 
much faster than CPLEX

Medium-scale instances: 
better and faster than CPLEX

Large-scale instances: 
optimal solution
no solution with CPLEX



Offline dial-a-ride: optimization edge

• Small downstream benefits from vehicle-customer coordination

• Instead, benefits stem from re-optimization of  “upstream” 
routing operations in view of  added operating flexibility
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Online optimization
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Online dial-a-ride: algorithm

• Batching and optimization
• Very large scale: 10,000+ requests/hour
• Dynamic customer arrivals
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Online dial-a-ride: sample results
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`

Benefits of  VCC: 6% profit increase (~$40M/year in Manhattan)Benefits of  optimization: most benefits from re-optimization of  
upstream vehicle routes, as opposed to downstream adjustments
Pickup flexibility is more beneficial than dropoff flexibilityVCC increases customer service and ride-poolingProfit-sharing opportunities through customer discountsWin-win-win outcomes with profit sharing: profitability (+3%), 
customer service (+6%), and environmental footprint (-15%)



Summary
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Core subproblem: Optimization of  location and time 
of  a single stop, using geometric insights

Optimization of  locations and times of  a sequence 
of  stops, using an exact coordinate descent algorithm

Integration of  MPO-VCC into routing optimization: 
subpath-based variables & time-space networks

Vehicle routing (VRP-VCC)
Dial-a-ride (DAR-VCC)

Multi-stop optimization 
(MSO-VCC)

Single stop optimization 
(SSO-VCC)

Rolling algorithm for real-world ride-sharing: 
scalability and win-win-win outcomes

Large-scale online
routing optimization

Models and algorithms to optimize routing operations
with vehicle-customer coordination in large-scale networks



Thank you
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